1966, Giving birth to a dream
“London’s second river is an ignoble stream, from source to oily confluence with the Thames, the river runs a mere 58 miles. A trickle through Luton, its real life begins at Luton Sewage Works.”

From Ware, the River Lee flows through water meadows to its meeting with the Stort ....

Then meanders and divides on its way to Broxbourne, where houseboats lie ....

And so south past the great stretch of glasshouses between Broxbourne and Cheshunt ....

... and through the wilderness of gravel digging and its legacy of pits and derelict machinery.

South of Enfield Lock the Valley becomes a great service area for the Metropolis ....

taking its sewage and its rubbish .... providing its water and electric power.

..... To the edge of Greater London.
The Valley is shut off by fences, crossed by traffic and fringed by built-up city.

The river is harnessed, an industrial waterway, but still buildings stand derelict ... and weeds flourish on deserted land.

Land unkempt, unclean, but uncommitted, lies waiting on the river bank ....

Beside the railway, against the houses and gasometers along the creeks and gulleys.

Then buildings and factories close in again as the Lea swings into the Limehouse Cut ...

and through the tidal lock to run its oily finish to the Thames.

"Thus the Valley is London’s kitchen garden, its well, its privy and its workshop – and it is treated as London’s backyard, because it lies at everyone’s boundary.”
Anticipate

Lea Bridge Gardens (370 acres)

Centred upon Lea Bridge Road is one of the most dramatic proposals in the whole park system—a new Riverside Pleasure Garden. Here, on ground already used by travelling fairs, could be established a permanent dens and fairground, with large roller-coasters, a Ferris wheel and other features. Reflected in a bend of the river would be a large circular restaurant and dance hall; and northwards from this, an Arts Centre on the river bank, with pavilions for music, drama, cinema and painting. The whole complex could rival the Tivoli Gardens at Copenhagen.

Lea Bridge Road itself would be made a main area and visual link with the land south given up in five years’ time: if so, the formal lake and water gardens. An ice rink, could be built at one end. At the Victorian pump-houses, could be cross-outdoor working models of London’s water works. On the opposite bank of the river would...
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“A green wedge”
Sir Patrick Abercrombie
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